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Abstract
Introduction. Extended release metoprolol formulations display a reduced rate of absorption and a more
uniform release characterized by lower peaks, longer time to peak and smaller peak to trough variation, and this
allows for convenient once daily administration. A major advantage of extended release metoprolol formulations
lies in the higher cardio-selectivity of lower rather than higher metoprolol plasma concentrations. In addition,
the lower peak plasma concentrations tend to reduce adverse effects and, therefore, improve patient compliance.
Bioavailability of a generic (Beto ZK, Sandoz GmbH) and a brand name (Betaloc ZOK, AstraZeneca AB)
extended-release metoprolol preparation was investigated using both in vitro and in vivo studies to determine if
these two formulations were bioequivalent and, thus, safe and interchangeable. Material and methods. Release
profiles: Dissolution tests measuring the release of active substance from prolonged-release metoprolol preparations
were carried out according to the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.) specifications using a release apparatus with
paddle mixer (apparatus 2), in a phosphate buffer at pH 6.8. Single dose bioequivalence study: An open, randomized, 2-way crossoverstudy comparing metoprolol succinate 47.5 mg from modified-release tablets between the
Sandoz and AstraZeneca formulations was conducted in healthy volunteers under fasting conditions. Steady state
bioequivalence study: A multiple dose study was conducted to compare the steady state pharmacokinetics between
the Sandoz and AstraZeneca formulations. This study was an open, randomized, 2 periods, 2-way crossover study
between Sandoz metoprolol succinate 190 mg modified-release tablets and AstraZeneca 190 mg modified-release
tablets administered as multiple oral doses under fasting conditions in healthy volunteers. Results. In vitro dissolution tests, using identical methods to those described by Sieradzki et al. [1], showed similar dissolution profiles
between Betaloc ZOK (AstraZeneca) and Beto ZK (Sandoz) according to the f2 similarity factor test. Furthermore,
in vivo single dose and steady state clinical studies demonstrated bioequivalence between the two formulations as
judged by AUC, Cmax and tmax. Finally, none of the AstraZeneca batches tested in this study were capable of yielding
a complete release profile at 20 h as reported by Sieradzki et al. [1]. Conclusions. The cumulative in vitro and in vivo
results reported in this investigation show that the Sandoz and AstraZeneca formulations are bioequivalent, and
the contradicting results reported by Sieradzki et al. [1] can best be explained by the use of an AstraZeneca batch
that may have been on the borderline of specifications. Geriatria 2012; 6: 34-40.
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Introduction

on the concentration of that drug in the circulation and how quickly and for how long the drug is
absorbed. Extended release formulations have allowed
for a reduced rate of absorption and a more uniform
release of the drug product resulting in a more constant
blood plasma level compared to immediate release

Bioavailability is defined as the fraction of
unchanged drug that reaches the systemic circulation
and is dependent on the rate and extent of absorption.
The therapeutic effect of a drug is generally dependent
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formulations. The reduction in the large changes in
plasma levels using extended release formulations often
results in less side effects, and patient compliance is
enhanced due to reduced frequency of administration.
This is also the case with extended release metoprolol
formulations. In addition, higher cardio-selectivity is
also achieved with lower rather than higher metoprolol
plasma concentrations, because selective β1-receptorblockers are not completely β1‑selective [2].
The pharmacokinetics of metoprolol, its tartrate
and succinate salts, and its various formulations have
been thoroughly described in relevant review articles,
monographs and standard works [3-16]. Metoprolol is
almost completely absorbed after oral administration.
Only negligible amounts of metoprolol are absorbed in
the stomach, and the duodenum, jejunum, ileum and
colon have similar capacities for absorption by firstorder kinetics [17-19]. Regional absorption decreases
in anatomical order with approximately two-thirds of
the amount of metoprolol leaving the stomach being
absorbed in the duodenum [20].
The systemic bioavailability varies considerably
(range in healthy volunteers is 30 to 75%) owing
to extensive presystemic metabolism in the liver.
However, due to the large therapeutic window and
common individual dose adjustments, these differences among subjects are not clinically relevant.
Peak plasma concentrations are achieved within 2
to 3 hours after drug administration [4,7], and bioavailability may be increased (average 40% increase
in AUC) by food intake [15,21]. Metoprolol is known
for its high intersubject variability. For any given
dose, there is a 10-20 fold variation in total plasma
concentration between individuals as a consequence
of presystemic metabolism, which ranges from 5% to
50% or more [8].
Metoprolol is rapidly and widely distributed
throughout the body, with a high volume of distribution (Vd) of about 3 to 6 l/kg [4,7,15]. Metoprolol is not
bound to plasma proteins to any appreciable extent
[3] and is, therefore, dialyzable, as are its metabolites.
Metoprolol is extensively biotransformed predominantly by CYP2D6 in the liver with less than 5% of the
drug eliminated unchanged by excretion in the urine
after oral dosing [22]. Several pathways of metabolism have been described. Two of the metabolites,
O-desmethylmetoprolol and alpha-hydroxymetoprolol, are β1-blocking agents, but they are substantially
less potent than the parent drug and not considered

clinically relevant [23]. In general, lipophilic betablockers such as metoprolol are cleared by the liver
and undergo hepatic first-pass metabolism. This results
in the observed low bioavailability, interpatient variability in steady-state plasma drug concentrations,
rapid elimination, and the possibility of drug interactions with other drugs that affect hepatic enzymes. In
addition, the metabolism of metoprolol is subject to
genetic polymorphism, and poor metabolizers, who
constitute approximately 8% of a Caucasian population and 2% of most other populations, may develop
very high plasma concentrations when given standard
doses of metoprolol as a result of reduced presystemic
metabolism [11,12,24,25].
The plasma half-life of metoprolol is approximately
3 to 7 hours [26]. Within the therapeutic range, the
half-life is independent of dose and is unlikely to be
affected by long-term treatment [8].

Purpose of the study
The purpose of this report was to reassess the
bioequivalence of Betaloc ZOK (AstraZeneca AB) and
Beto ZK (Sandoz GmbH) containing 47.5 mg of metoprolol succinate as a result of a recent investigation [1]
that reported differences between the release profiles of
Betaloc ZOK and Beto ZK. A reassessment is relevant
from a safety and efficacy perspective as both products
have been approved by numerous European regulatory
authorities and are considered to be bioequivalent and,
therefore, fully interchangeable.

Material and methods
Release profiles: Dissolution profiles measuring the release of active substance from prolongedrelease metoprolol preparations (Betaloc ZOK and
Beto ZK) were carried out according to the European
Pharmacopoeia specifications using a releasing apparatus with a paddle mixer (apparatus 2), in a 0.05 M
phosphate buffer at pH 6.8. Samples for similarity factor
(f2) testing were taken at 4h, 12 h and 20 h.
Release parameters:
Rotation speed: 100 rpm
Release fluid temperature: 37°C ± 0.5°C
Release fluid volume: 500 ml,
Number of tablets in each vessel: 1
Volume of sample (online measurement)
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Phosphate buffer (0.05 M), pH 6.8 (prepared
according to Ph. Eur.)

tigated according to a single-centre, multiple‑dose,
open‑label, 2‑way within-subject crossover design,
each time involving the administration of a daily
oral dose of 190 mg metoprolol on 6 consecutive days.
Concentrations in plasma were determined by using
the LC/MS method. Primary parameters were AUCτ,ss
and Cmax,ss. Bioequivalence of the two formulations
was determined based on 90% CIs of the mean ratio
of In-transformed AUCτ and Cmax,ss.

Sample analysis:
Samples and standard (pH 6.8 buffer) were measured at a wave length of 222 nm using a spectrometer
and a 0.5 cm cuvette.
Similarity of dissolution profiles:
Assessment of similarity was performed according to CHMP Guideline on the Investigation of
Bioequivalence [27] using the recommended f2 test.

§

Bioequivalence studies were conducted after the
approval from the Ethics Review Committee (IRB
Services, Ontario, Canada) and the Canadian Health
Authorities. All clinical work was conducted in compliance with Good Clinical Practice rules (GCP), as
referenced in the ICH guidelines (ICH E6), Good
Laboratory Practices, local regulatory requirements,
and the principles enunciated in the Declaration of
Helsinki (Edinburgh, Scotland, 2000).

Single dose bioequivalence study§: An open, randomized, 2‑way crossover study comparing metoprolol
succinate 47.5 mg modified-release tablets between the
Sandoz and AstraZeneca formulations was conducted
on healthy subjects under fasting conditions. Twentyfour healthy Caucasians (non-smokers, 19‑45 years
of age) were enrolled and randomised in accordance
with the protocol. They were investigated according to
a single-centre, open, 2‑way within-subject crossover
design, each time involving the administration of
a single oral dose of metoprolol. Primary parameters
were AUC0-t and Cmax. The design of the study was adequate to determine the pharmacokinetic parameters
of the test (Sandoz) and the reference (AstraZeneca)
formulations. The mean ratio of residual area was
approximately 3%. Therefore, the chosen sampling
period was long enough to allow an extrapolation of
AUC0-t to infinity. No carry over effect, no period effect
and no treatment effect was observed. Bioequivalence
of the two formulations was determined based on
90% CIs of the mean ratio of In-transformed AUC0-t
and Cmax.

Results and discussion
Dissolution profiles for testing similarity were carried out at pH 6.8 (0.05 M buffer, prepared according
with Ph. Eur.) from 12 randomly selected tablets for
the following brands:
- Betaloc ZOK 50 mg prolonged-release tablets,
batch no. MH4363 (AstraZeneca AB)
- Beto ZK 50 mg prolonged-release tablets, batch
no. BE5418 (Sandoz GmbH)
both containing 47.5 mg metoprolol succinate.
The criteria for f2 testing as stated in the current
CHMP guideline [27] are as follows:
• A minimum of three time points (zero excluded)
• The time points should be the same for the two
formulations
• Twelve individual values for every time point for
each formulation
• Not more than one mean value of > 85% dissolved
for any of the formulations
• The relative standard deviation or coefficient of
variation of any product should be less than 20%
for the first point and less than 10% from second
to last time point,
where an f2 value between 50 and 100 indicates that the
two dissolution profiles are similar.
Sampling for the f2 test was performed at 4 h, 12 h
and 20 h time points (table 1 and figure 1), and all
criteria listed above could be met with respect to the

Steady state bioequivalence study §: The study
was conducted to compare the steady state (multiple dose) pharmacokinetics between the Sandoz
and AstraZeneca formulations. This study was an
open, randomized, 2 periods, 2-way crossover bioequivalence study of metoprolol succinate 190 mg
modified-release tablets administered as multiple oral
doses of 190 mg under fasting conditions. Twentyfour healthy Caucasians (non-smokers, 19‑55 years
of age) were enrolled and randomised in accordance
with the protocol. For safety reasons, phenotyping
was performed to exclude low-metabolisers in order
to avoid high plasma levels. Volunteers were inves-
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100

dissolution profiles performed, and an f2 value with
statistical relevance could, therefore, be determined.
The overall release was slightly lower for the Beto ZK
formulation at all sampled time points and had somewhat higher relative standard deviation compared
to the Betaloc ZOK formulation. Nevertheless, an f2
value of 61 was determined, indicating that the two
dissolution curves are similar. Neither formulation displayed complete release at the 20 h time point, with the
Betaloc ZOK formulation showing 87% dissolution and
the Beto ZK showing 80% dissolution, a 7 percentage
points difference between the two formulations. This
7 percentage points difference at the 20 h time point is
not clinically relevant considering the pharmacokinetic
and pharmacodynamic characteristics for metoprolol
described earlier combined with the calculated f2
value indicating statistical similarity between the two
formulations.
Table 1.

Tab.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Average
(%)
SD
RSD
f2-Test

90
80

Release [%]

70

87

21

58

80

1,4
5,6

3
4,5

3,3
3,8

3,7
18

4,4
7,5

5
6,3

Result of calculation with
three time points:
time [hours]
4
12
20

40

Betaloc ZOK
Beto Zok

20
10
0
4

12

20

Time [hours]

Figure 1.

Graphical representation of dissolution
data from table 1

Sieradzki et al. [1] previously reported 102%
dissolution for the Betaloc ZOK (AstraZeneca) formulation at 20 h relative to 79.2% for the Beto ZK
(Sandoz) formulation, and indicated that this difference could result in steady state differences if
the tablet remained in the digestive tract for more
than 20 h. This argument is plausible given the 20
percentage points difference that Sieradzki et al.
[1] found between the two formulations in their
investigation. To test whether the Betaloc ZOK
batch that was used for our dissolution profile may
have been a borderline batch, dissolution profiles
were performed on two additional batches of the
Betaloc ZOK formulation under the same conditions (table 2). Curiously, none of the Betaloc ZOK
(AstraZeneca) batches that we tested displayed
complete dissolution at the 20 h time point. It is
unclear how Sieradzki et al. [1] could demonstrate
complete dissolution of the Betaloc ZOK formulation at 20 h. However, it is worth noting that the
20 h dissolution of 79.2% for the Beto ZK (Sandoz)
formulation reported by Sieradzki et al. [1] is quite
consistent with the 20 h dissolution of 80% for the
Beto ZK batch that we tested (table 1), indicating that our application of the methods used by
Sieradzki et al. [1] were accurate. Given our results
showing that none of the three different batches of
the Betaloc ZOK formulation that we tested were
capable of complete dissolution at 20 h, it is reasonable to consider that the Betaloc ZOK (AstraZeneca)
batch used by Sieradzki et al. [1] may have been
a borderline batch.

Betaloc ZOK
Beto ZK
(Astra Zeneca)
(Sandoz)
batch no. MH4363 batch no. BE5418
Amount of released active
substance (%)
4h
12h
20h
4h
12h
20h
23
61
83
18
54
75
27
71
94
25
63
85
26
67
90
24
61
84
26
62
83
20
54
75
27
67
90
24
61
83
25
67
90
25
65
88
26
66
87
17
56
78
26
67
89
19
58
77
24
63
85
16
53
74
23
64
87
26
64
87
25
63
85
17
56
80
24
62
86
18
54
76
65

50
30

Results of release [%] of active substance
in phosphate buffer, pH 6.8 over 20 h
for Betaloc ZOK (AstraZeneca batch no.
MH4363) and Beto ZK (Sandoz batch
no. BE5418) together with calculated f2
value for 4 h, 12 h and 20 h time points.
SD = standard deviation, RSD = relative
standard deviation

25

60

Result, f2
61
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Table 2.

Tab.
1
2
3
4
5
6
Average
(%)
SD
RSD

Results of release [%] of active substance
in phosphate buffer, pH 6.8 over 20 h
for two additional Betaloc ZOK batches.
SD = standard deviation, RSD = relative
standard deviation

results are summarised in table 3. Both the mean ratio
of In-transformed AUC0-t (93.02% to 107.85%) and Cmax
(99.63% to 117.65%) were within the acceptance range
of 80% to 125% as stipulated in the current CHMP
Guideline on the Investigation of Bioequivalence
[27]. Based on the results, it can be concluded that
the Sandoz metoprolol succinate modified release
47.5 mg formulation is bioequivalent in terms of rate
and extent of absorption to the AstraZeneca formulation. Both formulations were equally tolerated, with no
major side effects, and no relevant differences in safety
profiles were observed between the two preparations,
particularly with respect to the number or pattern of
adverse events.
A multiple dose BE study was also conducted to
compare the steady state pharmacokinetics between
the Sandoz and AstraZeneca formulations (see
Methods). Bioequivalence of the two formulations
was determined based on 90% CIs of the mean ratio
of In‑transformed AUCτ and Cmax,ss. As can be seen in
table 4, the 90% CI of the mean ratio of In-transformed
AUCτ (100.96% to 122.15%) and Cmax,ss (91.12% to
113.50%) of the test (Sandoz) to reference (AstraZeneca)
product were within the acceptance range of 80%
to 125%. Therefore, it can be concluded that under
steady‑state conditions, the Sandoz and AstraZeneca
metoprolol succinate modified release tablets are bioequivalent in terms of rate and extent of absorption.
Both formulations were well tolerated, with no major
side effects, and no relevant differences in safety profiles
were observed, particularly in the number or pattern

Betaloc ZOK
Betaloc ZOK
(Astra Zeneca)
(Astra Zeneca)
batch no. MH4392 batch no. ML4442
Amount of released active
substance (%)
4h
12h
20h
4h
12h
20h
28
74
94
31
73
95
26
73
95
30
69
90
25
70
92
28
72
94
27
71
92
29
70
93
26
71
92
27
66
87
26
70
91
25
67
89
26

72

93

28

70

91

1
3,9

1,6
2,3

1,5
1,6

2,2
7,6

2,7
3,9

3,1
3,4

In‑vitro dissolution profiles are often an unreliable surrogate of in‑vivo bioequivalence, particularly
in the absence of in‑vitro-in‑vivo correlation (IVIVC)
data. Therefore, in‑vivo bioequivalence (BE) studies
were performed comparing the two formulations.
An open, randomized, 2‑way crossover, bioequivalence study comparing metoprolol succinate 47.5 mg
modified-release tablets between the Sandoz and
AstraZeneca formulations was conducted in healthy
subjects under fasting conditions (see Methods), and
the relevant pharmacokinetic parameters and study
Table 3.

Sandoz formulation versus AstraZeneca formulation 47.5 mg metoprolol succinate - single dose
bioequivance study results

Ratio LS Means 1
90% Geometric C.I.
Intra-Subject CV
Inter-Subject CV
1

AUC0-inf
98.91%
92.26% to 106.04%
13.77%
80.33%

Cmax
108.27%
99.63% to 117.65%
16.47%
68.09%

calculated using least-squares means; 2 90% geometric confidence interval using ln-transformed data

Table 4.

Sandoz formulation versus AstraZeneca formulation 190 mg metoprolol succinate - multiple dose
bioequivance study results

Ratio LS Means 1
90% Geometric C.I.
Intra-Subject CV
Inter-Subject CV
1

2

AUC0-t
100.16%
93.02% to 107.85%
14.64%
79.36%

2

AUCτ
111.05%
100.96% to 122.15%
17.81%
47.06%

calculated using least-squares means; 2 90% geometric confidence interval using ln-transformed data
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Cmax,ss
101.70%
91.12% to 113.50%
20.58%
39.72%
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et al. [1], indicating that we accurately duplicated their
dissolution protocol. Furthermore, we had no difficulty
calculating an f2 value according to current CHMP
guideline [27] for dissolution profile similarity testing,
and the in vivo BE data presented here unequivocally
demonstrate bioequivalence for the two formulations.
Generic drug companies produce medications that
are just as safe and effective as their brand counterparts,
and the prices for these generics are generally much
lower. This translates into an ever growing increase
in health and economic benefits across Europe as it
allows national health care providers to cut costs while
still providing the best possible health care to the most
possible patients. This is particularly relevant in today’s
financial times, and it is important for health care professionals as well as lay people to realize the benefits to
the public health when appropriate patents for brand
name drugs have expired allowing lower priced and
equivalent generic versions to become available.

of adverse events between the preparations also during
multiple dose administration.
The multiple dose study is particularly relevant
here as it shows that there is no steady state difference
between the two formulations as Sieradzki et al. [1] had
postulated based on their in‑vitro dissolution results.

Conclusions
The cumulative results of the in‑vitro and in vivo
data presented here clearly show that the Sandoz and
AstraZeneca formulations are bioequivalent, and thus,
safe and interchangeable. The limited and contradictory in vitro data presented in Sieradzki et al. [1] can
best be explained by the use of a possible borderline
Betaloc ZOK (AstraZeneca AB) batch used for the
dissolution profile performed in their study. This could
be due to variability in the manufacturing process.
Additionally, improper handling by the testing laboratory or other unknown events cannot be ruled out. This
seems to be the best possible explanation considering
that we were unable to duplicate complete dissolution
for three separate Betaloc ZOK (AstraZeneca AB)
batches. However, the dissolution results that we
obtained for the Beto ZK (Sandoz GmbH) formulation were consistent to those reported by Sieradzki
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